Anatomy of A LIE: STATE OF PALESTINE

MOSHE SISELENDER
DEFINITION OF TERMS:

TRUTH

A CONCLUSION BASED ON HISTORICAL FACTS.

LIE

HATRED AND ANTI SEMITISM CREATES A LIE TO DESTROY JEWISH RIGHT TO HISTORICAL ISRAEL OLD AND NEW CITY OF JERUSALEM YEHUDAH SHOMRON GOLAN HEIGHTS GAZA AND ENTIRE
STATE OF JORDAN

THAT IS IN REALITY THE EASTERN PART OF HISTORICAL ISRAEL.

80% OF HISTORICAL ISREAL WAS STOLEN BY GREAT BRITAIN IN 1922 TO CREATE THE NEVER EXISTANT HASHEMITE KINGDOM.

THE PALESTINIAN AND JORDANIAN LIE IS BUTRESSED
BY THE CHORUS OF AMENS OF THE 2000 YEAR HISTORICAL ENEMIES OF THE JEW-EUROPEANS.

THE NAZIS MERELY DREW THE LOGICAL CONCLUSION OF THE 2000 YEAR EUROPEAN VENOM AND PROCEEDED TO MURDER 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN.
A HIGH RANKING CHURCH OFFICIAL CHALLENGED HITLER REGARDING THE MURDER OF JEWS BY THE NAZIS.

HITLER REPLIED THAT FOR 1700 YEARS THE CHURCH PREACHED THAT ALL JEWS PAST BEFORE THE BIRTH OF JESUS, AS WELL AS, IN ALL FUTURE GENERATIONS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CRUCIFIXION OF JESUS.
Never mind that Jesus was really born 160 years after the second Temple was destroyed. At that time the Romans forbid all Jews from visiting Jerusalem at the penalty of death if they defied this prohibition. So how could the Jews have been present at the time of the Crucifixion and demanded the death of Jesus as is recorded falsely in the New Testament.
The Palestinians learn from the rewriting of history to bend lie and forge historical facts to suite their narrative. See my books # 33 34 35 36 37 for greater detail on this matter THE CHRONOLOGY OF JEWISH HISTORY FROM CREATION TO THE DESTRUCTION OF THE SECOND TEMPLE.
JEWS WERE BLAMED THAT THEY POISONED THE WELLS IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

When the truth was the PLAGUES—not the JEWS WERE THE REAL CAUSE THAT DECIMATED CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES. JEWS who observed sanitary conditions they washed their hands for ritual reasons every time they ate bread or wet washed fruit
and bathed went to the Mikvah ritual bath daily and women went to the Mikvah 12 days following their period were saved from the plagues.

Jews were charged that they kill Christian children to use their blood to bake matzos. Never mind tat Jews are not permitted to eat any blood. Even if an egg has a speck of blood
JEWS ARE FORBIDDEN TO EAT
THE EGG.

JEWS ARE BLAMED FOR ALL
THE ILLS IN SOCIETY.

Jews are blamed for
Communism Socialism
Capitalism stock market
crashes . When French
Christian officers betrayed
French secrets to the Germans
in 1870 a Jew Dreyfus was
falsely accused . It took 30
years to exonerate him. The French populace were hollering “death to all Jews.”

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY TEACHES THAT AT THE END OF DAYS ALL JEWS WILL BE ANIHILATED. HITLER OBSERVED THAT HE IS THE ONE WHO WILL BRING TO FRUITION CHURCH THEOLOGY.

SO HITLER FORMULATED THE FINAL SOLUTION TO MURDER
ALL THE JEWS ALL OVER THE WORLD. WITH THE BLESSINGS OF ALL ANGLO SAXONS-ROOSEVELT AND HIS CABINET DURING 1940-1944 AND ALL EUROPEANS.

Eichman in 1944 offered to permit one and one half million Jews to go to Spain for the duration of the war if the Allies would give the German army 500 trucks with coffee. Churchill
and Roosevelt refused. Spain was willing to offer sanctuary to the Jews. Thus these Jews were then killed. \( \frac{1}{2} \) one and one half million Jews 1/2

WHEN THE NAZIS WERE DEFEATED THE EUROPEANS MERELY CHANGED THE FACE OF THEIR HATRED FOR THE JEW. THEY DEVISED A NEW STRATEGY OF COMPLETING
HITLER’S FINAL SOLUTION OF MURDERING JEWS.

THE SOLUTION CALLED FOR SUBSTITUTING THE PALESTINIANS IN PLACE OF THE NAZIS TO CARRY ON THE KILLINGS OF THE JEW. IT WAS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO BE ANTI SEMITIC. HOWEVER WHY NOT ADOPT A NEW TACTIC?

IT IS PERFFECTIVELY PERMISSIBLE TO BE
ANTI ZIONIST ANTI ISRAEL. THE EUROPEAN SUDENLY BECAME BENEFECTORS OF THE POOR PALESTINIANS TO "REPLACE" THE JEWS IN ISRAEL. JUST AS THE CHRISTIANS ACCEPTING JESUS AS THE SON OF GOD AND GOD HIMSELF RELACED THE JEWS. THE CHRISTIANS ARE NOW THE NEW ISRAEL SO TOO THE
PLAESTINNIANS WOULD REPLACE THE JEWS THE EUROPEANS TOGETHER WITH ALL THE OTHER ARABS CRAFTED THE IDEA OF STATE OF PALESTINE.

THE 1 BILLION MUSLIMS AND 1 BILLION EUROPEANS EXERCISE THE AGE OLD LIE SYNDROME.

LIES CREATE FACTS - REVISE HISTORICAL FACTS.
DENY THE JEW ANY CONNECTION TO JERUSALEM AND HISTORICAL ISRAEL.

WHEN FACTS CONTRADICT THE CONCLUSION NARRATIVES ARE CREATED BY LYING

THE BIBLE NARRATIVE OF GOD SWEARING THAT JEWS ARE THE ONLY RIGHTFUL HEIRS TO THE LAND OF ISRAEL IS ERASED.
EVEN THE KORAN NARRATIVE THAT JEWS ARE THE RIGHTFUL HEIRS TO THE LAND OF ISREAL IS ERASED.

THE PALESTINIAN NARRATIVE THAT THEY ARE THE DECENDANTS OF CAANANITES IS CREATED.

NEVER MIND THAT THE CAANANITES VANISHED OVER 3500 YEARS AGO. NEVER MIND THAT THEY WERE PAGANS.
NEVER MIND THAT ISLAM FIRST APPEARED IN YEAR 625 AFTER THE COMMON ERA. THIS IS MORE THAN 2900 YEARS AFTER THE CAANANITES DISAPPEARED.

IN SUMMARY

HISTORICAL FACTS = TRUTH

LIES = PALESTINIAN NARRATIVE
IT IS A MIRACLE THAT THE PALESTINIANS HAVE TAKEN ON THE UNITED STATES.
NOW THE USA WILL STOP WASTING USA TAXPAYERS’ MONEY IN FUNDING ALL PALESTINIAN PROJECTS.
NOW NO PALESTINIAN STATE EVEN A DEMILITAIZED ONE WILL BE CREATED.
EVEN IF PALESTINIANS WOULD AGREE TO A DEMILITARIZED STATE, ONCE THEY ABSORB THE “5 MILLION ARAB REFUGEES” THEY THEN WOULD NEGATE THEIR AGREEMENT AND DESTROY ISRAEL.

THERE IS ONLY ONE SOLUTION.

THROW OUT ALL THE PALESTINIANS.

LET THEM RETURN TO THE COUNTRIES FROM WHERE
THEY CAME-SAUDIA ARABIA SYRIA LEBANON IRAQ EGYPT.
LET THE EUROPEANS TAKE IN ALL THE ARABS.
LET THE EUROPEANS PUT THEIR MONEY IN THEIR MOUTH TO BACK UP THEIR LOVE AND HUMANESS FOR THE POOR PALESTINIANS.
HOWEVER
NOT AT THE JEWS’ EXPENSE